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if you havent played the original game,
though, its worth knowing that its a pretty
straightforward platformer. its got a couple
of different worlds each with a few stages

with bubbles and obstacles that you need to
overcome by bouncing into them. it has two
players who control bub and bob, and at the

beginning of the game each player has a
single powerup. you bounce between worlds

by tapping the buttons as you fall, and in
each world the goal is to reach the end

where two treasure chests are in the bottom.
there is also a bonus level at the end of the

game that features the main characters
fighting a giant monster, which is a lot of fun
to play. the wii version of bubble bobble isnt
perfect, though. the biggest issue is the ai.
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enemies behave exactly like they do in the
arcade game, but theyre far more deadly. in

the arcade game, the player can easily
recover from enemies hitting them, but in
the wii version, the enemies actually gain

health as they hit the player. this means that
they can beat the player to death if they hit
them a second time, and even make it hard
for them to recover if they hit them again. a
few bosses are even so good that they can
last for multiple strikes from the player, and
even if they are defeated, another foe is on
hand to pick up where the last one left off.

the ai of enemies in the wii version also
makes the game feel different and

somewhat more difficult than the arcade
game, especially in levels like the final
showdown. levels such as this have no

direction and only serve to distract players
with its lack of direction and bizarre

enemies. players are also treated to a few
extra items, the first being a set of shoes

that lets the player walk on water. the items
dont really add anything to the game and
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are only useful for some comic relief
moments. a second set of shoes lets the

player walk on top of enemies, which can be
particularly helpful in the last boss fight, but
it is somewhat difficult to pull off since some

of the enemies are missing a head.

Bubble Bobble Wii Iso Pal

unlike the nes version, the game boy version
of bubble bobble was a straight port of the
arcade game, with no additional features.

the original arcade version had two buttons
and was more of a side-scrolling beat-em-up,

but the game boy game lacks the right-to-
left scrolling and is more of a top-down

action game. this means that there are no
areas in the game, just a linear path that
must be completed in order to reach the

end. this has the effect of somewhat
simplifying the game and gives the game
boy version a different feel than the nes

version. another change made to the game
was that the game boy version was released
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two years after the nes version, which meant
that it had more recent versions of the game

to use as reference. the game boy version
was also released in europe with the same
names and artwork as the north american

version, but with the addition of a tag saying
that it was for japan. this was done to ensure

that retailers wouldnt sell the european
version of the game for the north american

version, which would have been a mistake at
the time. the master system version of

bubble bobble is the most faithful to the
arcade game, with even the graphics and

sound being almost identical. the differences
between the master system version and the
arcade game are mostly in the soundtrack,
where the master system version has an
entirely new arrangement of the game

soundtrack. this version of the game also
comes with a game gear version as well,

which is notable as this is the first time that
the game gear was used as a primary

platform for a taito game. the game gear
version is similar to the master system
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version in that it features a new
arrangement of the soundtrack, and it also
features some graphics that differ slightly

from the arcade version, but are nonetheless
close to the master system version.
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